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I’ve done crisps, now I’ll do chocolate bars. Has my mood picked up since last time? 
Nope. Prepare for some more semi-apathetic reviews and half-assed mental health 
cliches! Let’s go!!!!

Cadbury Dairy Milk

About as plain as chocolate gets, but then again, who cares? You wouldn’t complain 
of plain crisps would you? (Well my dad doesn’t. He for one prefers them over the 
flavoured ones. Of course, the same isn’t true of my uncle. I hate to bring him up 
again, but as you probably know, he really is one of the world’s most fascinating 
people. He only ever eats pigeon flavoured crisps, ordered from Lima, Peru).

Flake

Avoid these, if you don’t want to get chocolate crumbs everywhere. Making things 
worse, such crumbs will likely melt and merge with your carpet for good.

Twirl

As far as I’m aware, Flakes and Twirls are more or less the exact same thing. So 
let’s move on.

Turkish Delight

Are these treats delightful? I mean I like them, but I don’t feel delighted when I eat 
them. I just think to myself ‘Mm. Tasty.’ Are Turkish people easy to please? Sadly, 
there doesn’t seem to be any articles on Google answering the question. 
HOWEVER, Google does say they’re ‘easily excited’. Close enough!

Double Decker

Surely the only food in the world named after a bus. And rightly so. It is possible to 
eat vehicles piece by piece, but you definitely won’t feel delighted about doing THAT. 
(Unless you have significant problems). Instead, you’ll get some of the worst 
indigestion imaginable. 

Curly Wurly

In Hula Hoops, you get holes, and you do in Curly Wurlies, too. However, it seems I 
had a brief paranoid break with reality when I accused the crisps of being evil. For 
that I apologise. Holes in food mean nothing. They’re certainly not the work of the 
devil. In fact, the crisps and Curly Wurlies (or is it Curly Wurlys?) are super tasty. 
Whoops.
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Galaxy

Galaxies are also plain, but they are arguably better than Cadburys. I think I’ll move 
on. Describing things that are plain TWICE isn’t easy, you know? Especially now that 
my psychotic symptoms have apparently gone. I’m kind of missing them, tbh. They 
sure made coming up with wacky ideas easy. 

Lion Bar

A product that offends vegetarians AND endangered species activists. And it’s only 
chocolate! Whoops, I’ve gone crazy again. No animals are found in the snacks. Back 
to normal writing, I guess! Yep, very up and down. :(

Yorkie

A chocolate bar mainly aimed at men. A bit weird the way the company at least partly 
rejected 50% of their customers. Why not go the whole way and tell everyone to 
(expletive) off?

Kitkat

Chocolates mixed with biscuits! NOT kittens! Ah… Sweet sanity. 

Crunchie

Chocolate mixed with honeycomb! I don’t eat these bars because of the taste, I eat 
them to annoy bees. (A bee stung me once. Or maybe it was a wasp. A wasp or a 
bee).

Milky Bar 

White chocolate on its own! Famously distributed by the mysterious Milky Bar Kid. 
Well you can wait for him, or just go to shops like I do. I think most do, in fact. I don’t 
mean to sound judgemental, but the MBK sucks at his job.

Wispa

Perhaps the quietest chocolate in the world. I’ve never even heard it make the 
slightest sound. I’m still waiting for the whispers. (Or wispas). Which is why I carry 
one with me at all times and sleep with one, next to me on my pillow. But how will I 
know if I’m hallucinating or not when I hear a chocolate? In either case it would be 
weird. (Or would it be?) Nothing’s ever simple, is it?
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Tony’s Chocolonely

And so we end on possibly the finest chocolate bar in the world. It must be lonely, 
standing out from the crowd so much. Hence the name, I guess. But who the hell is 
Tony? What I do know is, his sad treats are amazing. 

Bonus Chocolate!: Sweet Like Chocolate Boy!

Possibly the catchiest (or maybe most annoying) snack in the world! Sometimes I 
wonder what happened to sweet chocolate boy. I haven’t heard from him in ages. I 
guess he melted. Or got eaten. :(

There you go! More crap reviewed! Bye!


